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Reflections
by Shari Pense
I am excited to be here and excited by
the beginning of a new school year, but
most excited by the promise of many ad-
ventures and challenges in the year
ahead. For rye come to Northwestern
for an education that will assist me
through life. Each challenge, accompa-
nied by success or failure, is a learning
experience in that education.
I feel that Northwestern is effective as
a Christian liberal arts college. I won't
review the liberal arts aspect, for I'm
sure you're all aware of the advantages
of the liberal arts education for the well-
rounded individual who will be truly
effective in today's society. Religion
courses may make Northwestern
Christian by name-but not in reality;
the people constituting Northwestern
and their relationships with each other
make it Christian. This fact alone makes
Northwestern unique and for that I am
grateful.
Christ's commission to us is to go out
into the world and spread the plan of
salvation. The most competent witness is
not necessarily the person most know-
ledgeable of biblical facts, but rather one
who has matured mentally, physically,
socially and spiritually. He will be able
to relate to and communicate with those
in need. Consequently, they will see the
fullness in his life and desire that for
themselves. Northwestern is following
this commission by preparing its stu-
dents to go out into the world as Chris-
tians, regardless of vocation.
In order for Northwestern to be influ-
ential it must continue to expand and
progress to meet the changing needs of
its components. Many of us here see the
student center complex as one phase of
growth that will reach out to many
people in a variety of ways. The
administration is excited about the stu-
dent center complex because of the
benefit the center will be for the student
and Northwestern as an institution. I, as
a student, am even more excited because
I am anticipating using the facility a
great deal.
First of all, the student center complex
will be very profitable for the intramural
program. Intramurals are an important
aspect of Northwestern's extracurricular
activities because they involve so many
people. Because of limited space and
facilities noW available, the intramural
program is also limited. With the
renovation of the industrial building
intramurals will be able to continue to
expand as student interest increases.
1 personally have found intramurals
to be one of the highlights of North-
western's extracurricular opportunities,
since I fully enjoy sports but do not
desire to participate at the intercollegiate
level. Intramurals have been even more
beneficial to me socially. I've learned to
know my teammates, as well as
opponents, better during a game than in
a classroom. It's often uncomfortable to
be put in a classroom and told to
discuss. Yet, in a different environment
we open up, resulting in good discus-
sions and close friendships.
Just as the student center will aid the
intramural program, it will assist other
physical fitness programs. I am involved
in the aerobic program, part of my
attempts to develop into a more whole
person. I feel the need to use my body as
welf as my mind, plus I believe physical
fitness is important for health. With
these new facilities I will be able to
follow the program more efficiently and
will avoid monotonous repetition,
having many more actiVities to choose
from.
Up to thispointJ have emphasized the
physical, along with social benefits of
the center-simply. because that is what
excites me most at this point. There are
large areas for meetings, a snack bar,
theatre, post office,art gallery,
bookstore-all things which seem to be
just stuck somewhere right now. It will
be great when facilities are available
which have been designed for their own
needs. These additional areas will in-
crease the opportunity for the student.
I'm SUre the lounges will be used fre-
quently-e-for special activities or just as
a meeting place for friends, a time of
fellowship.
As a commuter I see another
advantage to the student center
complex. Not living in a dorm cuts down
on involvement and makes it easier to
feel like an outsider. The commuter
needs to put forth an extra effort to meet
people and make friends. So rather than
feeling he is putting forth all the effort
by going to the dorms, the resident stu-
dent will meet the commuter halfway, at
the center. I feel this will better the rela-
tionship between resident students,
commuters and faculty.
What I find to be most important
about the studentcenter is that it's a
place Where the student can go to find
something that interests him. It is an
opportunity for involvement. That
facto! is crucial, for in order for
Northwestern tobea forceful body of
believers its members must be involved
arid readily contribute to its
purpose-which is God's purpose.
Anything that helps develop the whole
person and unite these people will in
time have a definite impact on our
society. In that way, the light of the
world, which Northwestern ac-
knowledges to be Jesus Christ, will
not be hidden under a bushel. basket,but
proclaimed to others as we venture
through life.
Shari has presented these thoughts at the
national committee meetiug and several
endorsement dinners in conjunction
with the "Call to Commitment"
campaign.
.. ,
When the trees turn red and the air turns
nippy. it's great to be outside in Iowa. Shown
are Pam Paquin creating string art at the Art
League Fair and Paula Hettinga at the SCF
fall retreat. (continued on page 14)
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Riches, success, patnonsm and Chris-
tianity were all tied together as
prominent themes at that conference.
And one woman's response to the
"think positive" emphasis was: "It'll
help me get back on top of things!"
That expresses it-Christianity is a
useful tool in life and work. What a cari-
cature of Christianity!
Unfortunately, that performance was
only a blatantly conspicuous display of
much of what passes for Christianity,
even in conservative Christian circles.
We use Christianity for our own pur-
poses instead of allowing ourselves to be
used as a reconciling and redeeming
force in the world. The Rev. Guest, last
fall, named it when he said the church
needs to be a mighty army on the march
rather than a hospital tending the
wounded. We need to be risk-takers who
forget self, out on a limb fulfilling the
destiny Christ would have for us.
What the Bible teaches about the na-
ture of the Christian commitment is very
plain. It is a total commitment-the first
and greatest commandment makes that
crystal clear-we are to love God with
all of our heart, with all of our soul,
with all of our mind, and with all of our
strength! If we do that, we will perforce
love our neighbor.
That all does not mean, or allow for, a
partial, or limited, commitment, or a
division into things secular and things
spiritual (as we are wont to do in our
lives). Everything, everything is affected
by that commitment. The commitment
is total.
We might recall that Christ began his
public ministry calling for repentance;
repentance is a radical change, a reversal
from wrong to right, an about-face.
Christ himself spoke of the need for
rebirth, a new start, a new life of the
spirit. There was nothing partial about
that. Small wonder he was regarded as
an extreme fanatic; he didn't pussy-foot
around, worrying about how this might
strike people-he told it straight out-to
interested followers, he said flatly,
"You must be born again!" Nor did he
soften his tones to the important and in-
fluential leaders of his day; he labelled
them "hypocrites" and told them they
would have no part in His Kingdom.
Christian Commitment
Chapel: Sept. 27, 1978
Prof. George DeVries
When I was a boyan the farm, my
father once told me to do something that
I really did not like to do. So when he
went off to town, I decided instead to do
something else-I did some painting on
the barn. I did a rather good job, too.
But what do you think happened when
my father came home? It wasn't too
pleasant, for I had disobeyed him! Now,
really, I had done something useful,
performed a service; but I did not do the
thing my father left for me to do! I
failed him. I was wrong!
So, too, with Christians. We will not
be rewarded for doing what we want to
do, but for doing the things that Christ
left us to do. And that points to some-
thing of what I want to speak to. [ hope
you will understand I speak to myself as
well.
The story of the rich young man is a
familiar one; and it's a sad one, too.
Here was an impressive young man who
presumably lived the ideal Christian life.
But Christ found him wanting in a most
important respect-his commitment,
though seemingly so complete-was
found wanting. He failed to measure up.
This morning I want to say something
about the nature of the Christian com-
mitment, a commitment without which
there can be no Christian life.
We say rather glibly that "Jesus
Saves"-that He has saved me; and we
are sometimes very effusive about that
experience. Furthermore, we may wear
"Jesus" buttons and display "Jesus"
bumper stickers to emphasize our alle-
giance. We may even give vent to "Hal-
lelujahs" and "Praise the Lords" on oc-
casion; at the same time we are apt to
apply tightly pietistic rules and notions
to our personal lives. But for much of
the rest, there is really little of a faith
impact.
What I want to suggest is that I believe
too much our Christian lives are
truncated and often even self-serving;
we tend to emphasize that which is most
appealing to us.
For instance, we make a great thing of
love; but that word in our understanding
is loaded with American cultural
baggage. Love in the biblical sense has
little to do with feeling (and this is a
feeling-oriented era); no, rather the
biblical meaning makes it clear that love
has to do with will and obedience. We
do not really love God; our very natures
recoil against that; loving God must,
humanly speaking, be a matter of will
and obedience. That, I submit, requires
a disciplined direction on our part. It
does not come naturally. The point
is-love and the law (direction and
obedience) are not antithetical; they are
the same, and we may not emphasize
one and neglect the other. The law is a
guide in our life of faith, a badly needed
guide in this world of guile and evil.
What, then, of our faith-life? Far too
much and far too often, it seems to me,
our Christianity is for us-Leo it is
therapeutic and ego-satisfying-it gives
us kind of a spiritual high, and we can
use it for various personal reasons. It
helps us. And that fits in with the
typically American "what's-in-it-for-
me" kind-of-attitude; unfortunately,
Christianity is often sold on that basis.
The truth of the matter is that Chris-
tianity is not designed simply to assure
us of' a life of joy and peace and comfort
and success (a la the positive-thinkers).
We will experience joy and peace and the
presence of God in genuine service; but
Loving God must,
humanly speaking,
be a matter of will
and obedience.
the likelihood is that such service will
entail sacrifice and may well involve
redemptive suffering, all of which is
quite different from the usual notion of
blessing.
There was, about a year ago, a so-
called Christian conference at Waterloo,
Iowa, where the speakers presented
Christianity as a tool to speed one on to
great success, wealth, and power.
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George De Vries, Professor of History
"Christianity is not designed simply to assure us of a life of joy and peace and comfort and success (a la the
positive-thinkers). We will experience joy and peace and the presence of God in genuine service; but the likelihood
is that such service will entail sacrifice and may well involve redemptive suffering, all of which is quite different
from the usual notion of blessing."
Their religion. you see, was one of form,
without substance.
The Apostle Paul tells us in Romans
12: "Be not conformed (ie., fashioned)
to this world; but be you transformed by
the renewing of your mind, that you
may prove what is that good, and
acceptable and perfect will of God."
There is nothing partial about trans-
formation-that is a complete measure,
a complete change from one thing to
another. All this makes it clear that the
Christian commitment is for real; and it
involves everything in us and from us
(remember the young ruler).
What of our own commitment? We
live in a strange and troubled world. We
happen to reside in a comfortable
suburb in a world village that is full of
misery and injustice and oppression.
And we even contribute to that by our
life-styles and by the policies we pursue
collectively as a society. Do we stand out
in that village as vibrant, living symbols
of a Kingdom committed to justice,
mercy, beauty, compassion, truth, and
love?
We say that we believe that God
Almighty came in the form of Jesus
Christ for the salvation of the world,
and we believe that He will re-appear in
justice and in power. All right, but what
happens in between? Our answer to that
is terribly crucial to living the Christian
life. If the Kingdom of God is only a
future hope, we won't see its application
in our present life; we will then say and
act as though a few things are spiritual,
but mostly this is a secular world to be
avoided and shunned as much as
possible; but basically we get along in it
pretty well. That is the way most Ameri-
can Christians see the Kingdom. They
are, I submit, ignoring biblical teaching
and denying much of what Jesus Christ
died for.
On the other hand, if we believe that
the Kingdom is already here in
principle-that Christ's death
established that Kingdom-then we as
Christians will be fully and actively
engaged in extending the bounds of
truth, beauty, peace, and justice in every
way we can, singly and collectively.
That is, I believe, the correct biblical
view. Christ came, died, and arose; his
redeeming activities established His
Kingdom and pointed the way to his fol-
lowers. So indeed, Jesus does save, but
not for some other world; he saves those
who will work in building His Kingdom
now. That Kingdom takes on earthly
and fleshly and material forms even as
the Word became flesh and dwelt among
men, preaching the Good News and de-
livering the poor from oppression.
Christ calls upon his own to carryon his
work until he comes again to make all
things whole and perfect; faithfulness to
Him, then, demands our absorption to
that task-an earthly task with spiritual
dimensions.
We may not he
conformed to this
world though we are
in it.
Our attitudes, our
priorities, our life-
styles should reflect
a higher allegiance
and a higher
purpose.
And that Kingdom is all-inclusive; it
embraces the whole world and all in
it-this is indeed "Our Father's World"
(as we sing so blithely). That means then
that the whole world is our stage as well,
all within the scope of that Kingdom and
its principles.
We may not, then, simply adapt
ourselves to a secular society's way and
its institutions-the "American Way" is
not the Christian way; we may not be
conformed to this world though we are
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in it. Our attitudes, our pnonnes, our
life-styles should reflect a higher
allegiance and a higher purpose. We will
be radicals in our society, witnessing
against its wickedness, its wastefulness,
its exploitiveness, its allegiance to false
gods.
We will speak prophetically against
evil in whatever form it takes. We will
denounce a life-style that is purely
materialistic and despoiling God's
Creation even as it deprives others; we
will denounce the trust we have placed in
demonic weapons; we will denounce the
oppression of the poor here and
elsewhere; we will denounce the support
of oppressive and exploitive regimes and
systems, whether of our own or others;
we will denounce the racism in our own
bosom.
We will do these things because our
faith cannot be a purely personal affair;
it has implications for all of our relation-
ships and for all of the institutional ar-
rangements of which we are part.
The reason for all of this is clear for
biblically-concerned Christians. We are
not of this world even as he was not of
this world-still, He has placed us here,
in this place and at this time, to live
according to the principles and values
He has given us-and these are revolu-
tionary. They are status-quo destroying
principles and ideals of the Kingdom
that is to come.
"And be not conformed to this world;
but be ye transformed .. ", Paul tells us.
And, we learn in Gal. 5 :22, that "the
fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace, long
suffering, gentleness, goodness, and
faith." Do these sound like the values
we live by and for?
Our calling is clear-to be true "living
witnesses" in our society and world,
witnessing to the transforming and
redeeming power of Him who gave
everything to redeem His creation! And
in that we may have confidence: "For
whatsoever is born of God overcometh
the world; and this is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith."
(John 5:4)
May the Spirit of the Living God truly
transform us to be what we must be as
true followers of the Master.
of everything I do," he explained. "I
don't always live up to my responsibili-
ties, but they are most important."
Borgman's wife Marianne, whom he
married in 1963, son Jacob, and
daughter Rachel, make their marks on
this man they call husband and father.
"I find that my growth as a person hap-
pens in relationships with others. Thus
my major source of maturity is in relat-
ing to Marianne as we share joys and
struggles. Nothing makes me happier
than sensing growth in our family."
The decisions Paul has made in his
career and part-time activities include
his wife and children. They help decide.
This past summer the Borgmans made
their residence at "College I" on the
Bowdoin College campus in Maine, at
an experimental college sponsored by
the Council for the Advancement of
Small Colleges. The theme of the experi-
ment was work and leisure.
Paul participated as a Kellogg Fellow
teaching a course titled "Television and
the Problems of Leisure: Uses of
Storytelling." More important than his
teaching, however, was the fact that his
wife and children were part of the
action. "The good thing about the situa-
tion was the involvement of everyone,
not just the teachers," he explained.
"All were part of discussion, playing
and working."
"The traditional classroom barriers
were easily broken in this learning situa-
tion," remarked a delighted Borgman.
"We were able to take advantage of the
beaches, apartments; it was in many
ways very liberating. Students and
teachers were able to enjoy a new kind
of interaction because the barriers were
removed; able to get away from the idea
of a time period for learning-an it-
happens-in-the-classroom orientation-
and move towards the idea that learning
happens all the time. "
"The experience of College I was
important," he continued. "I became
convinced that no learning takes place
unless the experience is pleasurable, and,
further more, unless it involves conver-
sation, the kernel of education. The
teacher must be a student and the stu-
dent a teacher. "
Paul Borgman
ALife Energized
If the assignment were to choose one
word describing Paul Borgman,
professor of English, there is little doubt
what that would be-energetic I
Whether it is playing tennis, riding his
bike, writing a poem, teaching a class,
talking with students, playing football
with his son, or being alone-he is in-
tense and involved. From whence comes
this energy? A big part of it has to do
with Paul's background.
Raised in a large family, with five
brothers and two sisters, Paul's life was
always active. Part of an old established
neighborhood while a boy, he experi-
enced a rich ethnic and cultural environ-
ment. "We had twelve families that were
especially close, yet so very different,"
he reminisced. "Two were Jewish, two
Italian Catholic, one Polish Catholic,
one Irish Catholic, two non-church
going Protestant families, and two very
evangelical Christian families. We grew
to know one another, always doing
things together. These are still the people
I look up when I visit my boyhood
home. This background created a sense
of appreciation for different kinds of
cultures and beliefs that I have carried
into adulthood."
When a person is busy, as Borgman is,
getting too involved and ignoring those
closest to you can easily happen. Borg-
man tries to counter this trend by keep-
ing his family at the center of his activi-
ties. "My family position is at the heart
~6~
Paul Borgman, Associate Professor of English
"Northwestern as initially described seemed the kind of college that encouraged teachers to be seekers, giving
them freedom to explore. The Reformed tradition, which has always taken scholarship and the holistic view of life
seriously, was also attractive. After being here I have found both encouraging."
How to obtain this desirable breaking
down of traditional classroom barriers
at Northwestern? That is a tough ques-
tion. Borgman's teaching load offers
some challenges in light of this goal.
Creative writing, his favorite class,
finds him involved in a mental process
with his students. "We share the writing
assignments and work with each other.
"no learning takes place
unless it is pleasurable and
involves conversation"
The creative process, delighting in creat-
ing as God created, is enriching."
Borgman often calls attention to Pro-
verbs 8:30-31, "I was by His side, a
master craftsman, delighting him day
after day, ever at play in His presence, at
play everywhere in the world, delighting
to be with the sons of men."
Since joining the faculty in 1973
Borgman has been a part of the general
studies program. Seeing the western
man/western literature courses as ones
offering students a wide biblical perspec-
tive of culture, Borgman is pleased to
note increasing student interest as the
course has matured. Discussion and
conversation have become crucial ingre-
dients.
Having written his dissertation on the
contemporary author John Updike,
Borgman teaches a class in contempor-
ary British and American literature. In
past years he has added a class on tele-
vision and story telling, an activity stim-
ulated by his children's keen interest in
"the tube." Currently he is awaiting
publication by the David C. Cook Com-
pany, of his book TV: Friend or Foe? A
Parent's Handbook.
In the introduction Borgman explains
how a "college professor and Christian
parent who likes to read became inter-
ested enough in television to teach it, in-
terview many children, and write this
guide. II The answer to that question is,
in essence, because he began to under-
stand that television does not just enter-
tain, it teaches.
In the book Paul advocates a positive
view of the set; using television as a good
force in the family, establishing ideal
viewing situations rather than suggesting
all television is bad. Topics covered in-
clude television's effect on the intellect,
imagination, inner man, pre-schoolers,
adolescents and adults; the effect of tele-
vision violence, cartoons, animals, com-
mercials; the question of who should
control television; and the use of tele-
vision by the church.
As an undergraduate Borgman
studied English at Wheaton College,
receiving his B.A. in 1962. He obtained
his M.A. in Philosophy from Southern
Illinois University in 1965 and then
attended the University of Chicago
Divinity School in theology and litera-
ture for two years. Following that he
completed his Ph.D. at the University of
Chicago in 1973.
Before coming to Northwestern,
Borgman had teaching experience at
Southern Illinois University, Loop City
College in Chicago and George Williams
College in Downers Grove, Illinois.
What attracts a man with so much
energy and potential to our college?
HNorthwestern seemed the kind of
college that encouraged teachers to be
seekers, giving them freedom to explore,"
remarked Paul. "Also the Reformed
tradition, which has always taken
scholarship, and a holistic view of life
seriously, was attractive. After being
here I have found both encouraging.
"Another advantage is that our col-
lege is in tune with a whole circuit of
Christian scholars around the country.
Northwestern has been a good place for
my growth as a scholar and a Chris-
tian. "
Paul does not spend all his time in
class or with his family. Other interests
include tennis, music, and, strange as it
may seem, enjoying the sense of space,
"the lovely, uncluttered effect" of the
Iowa scenery. "Living in Iowa means a
lot to both Marianne and myself," he
concluded. "I lived on Long Island
Sound as a child and grew up near
water, sailing and swimming. The Iowa
scenery affords that same feeling of
space-sky, horizon, fields. It's a good
feeling. "
A good feeling. That's what one
enjoys after having a discussion with
Paul Borgman. A good feeling that this
man is putting all of his energy into
living, and enjoying life: using his God-
given energy creatively.
Family life is important to Paul Borgman, his wife Marianne and their children, Jacob and Rachel.
Despite his busy schedule (hey work at spending lime together, because Paul feels his family posilion is
at the hear. of everything he does.
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Call to Commitment
Among the many who are responding to Northwestern'8 Call to Commitment
are national co-chairmen Dale Den Herder [left], Sioux Center and Tom Kobout
[right], Orange City. President H. VirgORowenhont [center] Is shown with the two
leaders. The campaign is to work in concentric circles-starting in Orange City
and Sioux Center, moving into more of Iowa, surrounding states, and on to
Michigan, Colorado, New York and California.
Committed People
"I'm not asking people to be com-
mitted to bricks and mortar, I'm asking
them to be committed to the cause of
Christian higher education," stated
President H. Virgil Rowenhorst. With
those comments Rowenhorst embraces
the spirit of Northwestern's fund
campaign-"A Call to Commitment."
"Northwestern has always been con-
cerned with commitment to the biblical
truths in regards to OUf living and
learning," added Rev. Robert Wallinga,
Director of Development. "Now as we
are faced with new challenges and the
need for new facilities, the theme' A Call
to Commitment,' will give added
meaning to the efforts of the college and
her supporters as we join hands in this
very exciting process. "
And it is exciting! The key is involving
people, committed people. Tom Kohout
Involving People -
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President H. VirgO Rowenhont, i fu ~ &
"I'm not asking people to be committed to bricks and mortar. I'm asking them to be committed tc.the cause of\
Christian higher education. Since it is evident that the:·CitU.Jo Commitment' involves an connected with the "
college, I encourage all alumni and friends to{rayerfulIY "(jtJsider~,t,~artin the c~mpaign."
\
Van Berkel, and Vernpn Ross; from
Sheldon, Eugene Den Hartog, Eugene
Hofmeyer, Robert Hoogeveen and Tom,
Mehesan; from Hull, Dr. Paul Bolks
and Marvin Diekevers; lrom Ontario"
California, Harvey Hettinga and Ida
Hettinga; from New York; New York,
Rev. Arie Brouwer and·~ev. How~rd
Teusink; fr~m Z~eland, Michigan,
Marvin De Witt and Dr~~Alfred Vande
,.:. "',"', {j
Waa; from Seattle, Washington"
Conrad Aronson; from Kalamazoo,
Michigan, Bernard Bennink; from
Denver, Colorado, Gary Bomgaars;
from Cupertino. Cali fornia, Donald J.
De Vries; from Hospers. John' Den
Hartog. Jr.; from La p~in;a,California,
Kohout is a member of the College Vern~n D;:.agf;31from~' Oak Harpor,
Board or Trustees and the Orange City Waslimgtono'o1dohn Fakkema; from
Lions Club, .and has teen active in Wheatficld, Indiana'; Wilbert Hamstra;
scouting for ma'ny years. Kohout, his,' (tom~LeMarS, Jack Harker; from ROc.k
wife Mary, and their five children are Valley, ''John Har'melink,; from Grand
members of the Dover Alliance Church. Rapids, Michigan," Earl Hart; from
Den Herder was born in,Sioux Center, Lynden, Washington, 'Jack Jansen;
graduated from Sioux 'tenter. _,Hjg\!. .from Boyden, James Koerselman, from
School, attended North,IYesfe.rnColle~t" '06stburg, Wisconsin, ~James Mulder;
for two years, and graduated from lo-ra ,.from Boise, Idaho, Dr. Alfred Popma;
~tate University with ~,maSjer's deg~ee 'from W~shington, D.C., Allan
m agncultural economicg-. Schimmel; from Parke.rsburg, Paul
He has been active in bankin~ Schipper; from Alton,' Reynold Ya,n
service, his entire professional life. Den Gelder' and from Fulton Illinois
Herder is president of the American Warre~ Wiersma. . , ,
State Bank of Sioux Center and chair· The committee anf! college represen·
man of the Board of the First National tatives met August ,JO-visiting the
Bank at Sibley. He is a member of the proposed site of the student·.~enter com·
city council and serves as secretary- plex, touring the campus,,~n'd partici·
treasurer M the Executive Committee of pating in a discussion and o.ve~viewof
the Board of Trustees at Northwestern. the campaign. Program participa~ts
Den Herder, his wife Karen and their included Robert Hoogeveen, Chairman
daughters are memb~rs of the First of the Board of Trustees, who~intro.
Reformed Church of SIOUXCenter. duced the usage and function of the
The national comlll!ttee is composed student center; Sharon Peuse junior,
of recognized leadership.in agriculture, who gave a student'S perspective; and I
business, industry and-· the Refprmed FriedheIm Radandt Vice-President for
• . .• ', .. '" ,'.....", .~" . .•.. ;.. . ..•..... ',' •...•....••", ...•...•.••' •..'.', ..••..•...l ••,' •...•.••.••.......•....•..... "Church m Amenca. Members are: from Academic Affairs, who spoke on the
Orange City, Mrs. Ethel Bogaard;"'Joiln role of the facility in the life of the
DJaayer, Dr. Edwar~ Gr9,Ssman, Jr., student and its importance for the dr'
Earl Klay, Merlyn Kraai, Ed Leahy, ve!opment of the wlwle person.
Wallace Luhrs, Francis Nieman, Donald The "Call to Commitment" cam.
';Wan' Der Weide, Paul Van Engel- p,\ign works in concentric circles.
'?I>e~hoven, and Frank Vogel; from T~e idea is to start in Orange City and
SlOux'Center, Paul Den Herder, Arlan expand into wider and wider circles'
Draayer,.John Franken, Ben Jans, Stan Sipux Center and Sheldon, more of
~ammers, Darrel Rensink, Dr. Iowa, surrounding states, and on to
"Thurman, :Rynbrand!, Arie Schimmel, Michigan, Colorado, New York and
rlantS's~ut, Vera Te Paske, Severt California. And, to involve individudls,
~
of O,ange City and Dale Den Herder of
Sioux Cente~aI'e.serving as co-chairmen
of the 56:member'national committee.
Kohout grew up in tlie' LeMars area,
finished high'schcol there, and aii;;'ded
Westm'ar.Collelle. During this time he~
worked with Ilis father who was then
owner of K-Products, Inc. In 1968
Kohout and his family moved to Orange
City Where he was recently elected presi-
dent of the-firm.
The idea is t~ start in
Orange City and expand
into wider and wider
circles.
•
\
/~ it
not churches. Churches' already give 'to
help the general fund. Hopefully indio
viduals will want to give additional
amounts to fund the special campaign.
In each area endorsement d{nner~'are
held: (There will, be 50). Those who
attend are chosen by area members of
the national.committee. The pUTpo~eof'
the meetings is to allow' community \
leaders to hear Northwestern's story,
and then, recommend both-support of
the college and the building project to
others in their area.
Rowenhorst and Wallinga, as well as
Don Vander Stoep, Associate Directorv". :.: .." ',.::' : '.,":,:.,-:" t.:' ..:;.:
pf Development, and John De Wild,
Director of Church Relations, will make
cdntacts for lead gifts~,After that, 'Com·
mittee rnernbers"and-endorsernenr coun-,
cil; go to work. All are, important in the
total effort of Northwestern's drive.
Ottober 18, ~ick·off day for the drive,
promises to be a lan'dIhark in North-
wester,n's history. fiOpefully 1()()()
people will attend the afternoon session,
followed by a dinner, the premiere of
I!!- ... - .... _ .-:-'
Northweste.rtfs film, "W~All Belong,"
1\ discussjon ,of Ihe proposal, and an·"''ii.-. .-.. -:'nouncement of lead gifts.
'Construction. has begun on the new
facility. Whtgen .• , Construction of
\eMars was~'!twarded the general; __ ~
con.tract, Kinseth" Plumbing, Inc. of
Belmo mechanical contract, and
~~ct~~:fco t~l~\~ br~nge City, the
All are impor;t~nt~n the
total effort of flO'
'Northwestern's driver
The student center area of the new
complex will be built first, '~nd is
expected to be completed by the first of
July so offices can be moved in, ready
for the new school year. The pJ1ysical
fitness area of the new facility will be
completed in the fall of 1979, ready for
use when the weather prohibits outdoor
sports.
Since it is evident the "Call to Com·
mitment" involves all connected with
the colleg~, President Rowenhorst en-
courages alumni and friends to "prayer-
fully consider their part in the
campaign. ",
Don Van Der Weide
Don VanDer Weide with Northwestern
President, H. VlrgU Rowenhont. Don
graduated from Northwestern Junior College
in 1953 and is presently a member of the
Executive Commltlee of the Boord of Trustees
and the National Commltlee for the "Call to
Commitment" Campaign.
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"I'm still the
same person"
Don Van Der Weide is one of the top
life insurance agents of all times. You've
probably heard.
Don has recently been accorded the
highest honor that New York Life In-
surance Company can bestow on one of
its 11,000 agents. He has been named
national president of the company's Top
Club for 1978-79.
This top sales honor is based on an
agent's 1977-78 production record, and
can be attained only once during his car-
eer with New York Life. And for the
previous two years, Don has been na-
tional vice-president, the second highest
honor. This, combined with the fact that
he has won every company and industry
award available, makes him one of the
most outstanding agents in the entire in-
surance field.
Dan's amazing 20-year record has put
him in Time, Newsweek, and The Wall
Street Journal. There are banquets and
receptions in his honor. But the glory
doesn't faze him.
"The honors don't mean as much to
me as the business and my clients," he
says. "They can throw all the accolades
they want; I try not to let them upset the
real me. I'm still the same person."
That same person is a calm and in-
terested one. He works-long
hours-but not at high-pitched "you-
buy-or-else." Don quietly helps
people-"some who know they have
problems. and some who are unaware,"
he explains.
'" have always tried to take care of
needs. The reason' once wanted to be a
teacher was that' like people and enjoy
working with them," says Don. "When
I realized that as a life insurance agent I
would work with even a greater number
of people and help them ... both Eunice
(his wife) and I decided that I would be
an agent."
Don believes in what he's doing.
Rising population and inflation increase
the needs for insurance-for protection of
family and business, and for holding
Don Van Der Weide, Class of 1953
"1 have always tried to take care of needs. The reason I once wanted to be a teacher was that I like people and
enjoy working with them. When I realized that as a life insurance agent I could work with even a greater number of
people and help them ... both Eunice and I decided that I would be an agent."
property together, he explains. And the
Bible instructs the Christian to "provide
for his own, especially those of his
household (I Timothy 5:8)," adds Don.
Don began as a life insurance agent in
1957, graduating from Northwestern in
1953 and Morningside in 1955, and
spending two years in the service. He's
busy, but his office isn't his home. Don
makes a special point to spend time with
his family-v Eunice, Tim, a freshman at
Northwestern, and Debbie, a senior at
Morningside. And Don hunts, fishes,
and golfs, and gets involved in commun-
ity and college projects.
Where from here? Will Don continue
as a New York Life agent after reaching
the top? Definitely. It doesn't matter
whether his name and face appear across
the nation, prestige isn't his goal.
"Needs will continue, and 1 hope to
enjoy helping others for a long while,"
Don says. "I value the trust others have
placed in me; 1 want to uphold that
confidence by being the best life insur-
ance agent I can possibly be.' I Don at the office.
The Van Der Weide family at home: Don, Eunice, Tim. and Debbie and Keith Buss.
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Poppen's Magic
Bible stories coming to life
A colorful family of Biblical charac-
ters is delighting folks all over the mid-
west these days. It's Poppen's Puppins.
According to Tim Poppen, head pup-
peteer and director, the Puppins' goal is
to "entertain and instruct children of all
ages (up to a limit of 110 years old)."
Poppen and company can't pass up a
laugh.
But the Puppins aren't just entertain-
ment; they're dedicated to sharing Bible
stories. The way Jonah, David and Go-
liath, the Wise Man and the Foolish Man
come to life as puppets-shakey and
stuttery, young and naive, or kooky and
sophisticated-is almost magical. In
fact, "we believe the world can use some
magic," says Tim.
Tim and his wife Deb are Northwest-
ern students, and so are most of the
other eight Puppins. A few of them be-
gan puppeteering at the Orange City
Tulip Time pageant in the spring of '77,
and next performed at Vacation Bible
School, re-creating Bible stories. Now
the Puppins are officially one of the
ministries of Body Unlimited, a local
non-profit organization-and spend
hours and hours creating, performing,
and dreaming.
Writing scripts begins their process.
Often Tim outlines the scenes: Jonah
called by the Lord, Jonah on the ship,
Jonah in the whale. He then assigns
characters-maybe Lowell Van Gorp as
Jonah-and as Lowell walks to classes
and stands in lines, he tries to think as
Jonah would think.
Later everyone gets together to brain-
storm, mainly for humor. "God gave
laughter," says Tim, and the Puppins
live and love by it. There's slapstick,
repetition, play-on words, movie and
TV commercial rip-offs, and ridiculous
lyrics to familiar tunes. For example,
the story of the Good Samaritan fea-
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tures the intermittent squeaky "Haalp"
of a wounded puppet; the low boogie-
like "Here comes the judge, here comes
the judge" of one who passes by; the
Samaritan's "beast" Grover (a Sesame
Street borrowing), who protests, "I'm
NOT a beast! "; and moderator Tim
who hushes him with, "Just play along
with it, Grover." Serious study of Se-
same Street has helped the Puppins de-
termine how to please both kids and
adults.
"I'm just putting out ideas" is the
password at brainstorming sessions,
since more jokes are cut than kept.
Scripts take many weeks to develop,
explains Tim, and even after
performances they change; if something
doesn't work and there's not enough
confidence to try again, it's dropped.
The Jonah story began with Jonah as the
butt of all the jokes. That didn't work.
So they tried again.
Tim Poppen, NW student and puppeteer
."The magic of puppets is one of the best ways to captivate the child in us all. After all, we are all children of the
Kingdom."
-.
'I
,l
Since everyone's in school or
working, formal practices have been
limited lately. Ideas brew in the Union
and at Tim and Deb's, where Puppeteers
Nina Evans, Joan Zwagerman, and
Dave Curbow also live. And everyone
gets together the night before the show
to review and adapt. "Each
congregation is different, so we try to
minister to each individually," explains
Tim.
Developing scripts isn't all. Everyone
has helped construct the 35 puppets, and
are working on more. Someone, usually
Tim, writes and revises songs. Marlowe
Franken and Jim Hubers are building a
lighting system. Barry Lefever and
others are expanding the present double
stage to a multi-level one.
And the ministry of Poppen's
Puppins continues to grow. Presently
the Puppins take weekend tours through
Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Minnesota, and Colorado-even
performing for the 350th anniversary
celebration of the RCA in Oklahoma
City. They perform for morning and
evening church services, for RCYF
groups and for Northwestern students
and staff; and they do clinics and TV
shows (Kid's Corner, KCAU- TV).
Their dream, however, is to tour for a
full year, performing in schools during
the day and churches at night. It's a
scary idea-like "selling all you've got
and just going," says Tim.
Plus a year-long tour requires
transportation. Now people, puppets,
and props travel in a Chevette and
Dodge Colt, impossible for trips of any
distance. Northwestern donated the use
of a van for Oklahoma and Denver
trips, but for the proposed tour they'll
need a van for a year.
In addition, there's survival. Presently
the Puppins don't charge-they only ask
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for mileage and free-will donation,
which has begun to cover expenses like
the new sound system. But if they tour,
it won't be that easy. Tim figures
churches could probably provide
sleeping and food, but the Puppins
would also have to raise about $100 a
day for survival salaries and mileage.
Meanwhile, the Puppins continue to
create, perform and hope-and work.
Joining the troupe "has to be something
you really really want to do," says
Tim-and Tim, Deb, Joan, Nina, Dave,
Marlowe, Barry, Lowell, Dale Landgent
and Cal Carter-and Bonnie Van Dyke,
booking manager-really want to pup-
peteer. They want to make the Biblical
stories come to life.
"The magic of puppets is one of the
best ways to captivate the child in us
all," says Tim. "After all, we are
children of the Kingdom."
• • • and we're outside!
Fall's a great time for outdoor energy, and outdoor exhaustion. Shown are Kim
Wieking with the football, Professor Virg Muilenburg with the muscle. and Will
Taylor, Michael Shaffner, Tom De Vries. and Malcolm Conerly just bopping around.
The exhausted one is unknown.
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News Briefs
International students on campus
NordI .... tom Is pleaoedto hafe Boons of HoDlUld,·Nod Odate
eight IntomatlmW ltudonbi tbIt of lap , d [&O"t lOW] YOIhl
y_. Theyare [back row, left to Era of lap , MorIa and BeIlIu
right] Sui PIng Chow of B..... KholllYof BabraIn' ... d Sachiko
KoJJg,Bani AwadofPlII",tIne, Eh Kobayuhl "f lap ....
,
"We can do little in our datly
lives without being touched by
computers, "commented. Coen-
raad Bakker, Director of the
Computer Center and Assistant
Professor of Mathematics.
"An understanding of comput-
ers.itherefore, is mote and more a
necessity," he continued.t'Stu~
dents will look for colleges offering
training in this area. Not1:hwestern
now has the ability to offer this
option>"
Bakket joins the staff after
leaving a posItion as Assistant
Professor of Mathematics at the
Rochester Institute of Technology
in New York. According to him,
NW's new PDP 11/34 computer
will have tiv0 primary uses: .one in
the academic area and the other in
the administrative offices.
In the academic area one
introducforycourse in computer
prograrnmin~, .•·.deaJing ..with .a
simple computet language, will be
offered the first semester. Portran,.
a .OlQrecompUcated .•computer
language, will be offered second
NWadds computer center
semester. Tbe computer will also
be used in a variety' of. science,
mathematics, and business classes
enabling departments to do
intricate calculations;
Bakker has presented a propos-
al Jor a. eareertconccntradon in
computer science. and if approved
this would prepare students for a
further work or study in computer
science.
In···the..admjnisfratiye area .the
computet will enable all records of
students to become one. The
business, registrar's. development,
and eventually admissions and
student a!faits offices will all have
access. to these records and will be
able to obtain or alter any
information of special interest to
them. Each office will tben have
a.ccess to more information than
they now have, especially that
wbich is difficult. time-consuming
or impossible to obtain from card
flies, and also tbe ability to obtaiu
it faster than before.
The computer center cons'istsof
the office of the director, the
IDtomatluJJll1experl_ tbIt y_
Include the IDtomadoJJll1C1ub ... d
the InteroIltloJJll1Ho_.
computer room, .the student-USer
room and anassistant's room. The
compu ter, along with tbe disk
drives or memory banks, is in the
comptlterroom.near Bakker's
office. Three decscopes (a TV
screen with a keyboard) are in the
student-user room to enable
students to commuoicate with the
computer; ",Iso avail~ble.aretw()
printelS enabling students and
others to have written information
from the computer.
The compo ter equipment and
progtamatNorthwestern . are
designed logrow, to increase in
size and offerings as the need
arises;
Students in Chicago
Involved this semester iu the
Chicago Metropolitao Semester
Program are Douglas Hannink,
Ron Kiel, Gary Simonson. Rick
Hop, Jamie Beers and Mark
Vande Brake.
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FALL 1978
Fair donates $3500
The Women's AuxHiaryan-'
nounced recently that the proceeds
from the Family Fair, held July 25,
amounted to $3500. These funds
will be part of the auxiliary's
contribution to the development
office.
Items from various booths of the
fair will be featured in the
mini ..fairdurmgl'arent's Day.
November 4.
Theatre patron
group begins
With the objective of developing
a core ofsupport for .theatre at
Northwestem.va ..•theatre patron
prograrnisbegilll:tin~ for •.Interest-
ed persons in the community.
At the organizational meeting
on August 28, Earle and Alice
Douglas wereelectedco-chairper-
sons, with Andrea Van Beek as
s~retarY~treasurer;BQatdll1em;.
bers include Carol and Norm
Bestemeyer; ..Velma. and .:Norm
Boonstra, l\:Iarlys and Roy Hasse-
broek, Marlys and Henry Van
Aartsen, Marilyn and Paul Vander
Kt1bi, Dorothy and tawtenceV~n
Wyk, and Shirley and Art Vogel.
Benefits for a theatre patron will
include admission to all perform.
ances phis a special dinner .on
Friday, October 6, preceding the
premier performance of The Good
Wom.... of Se12mm. Other
activities.~iU cievelop.in·cOQpera-
tion with the theatre department
including possibly a play reading
andlor discussion of a play prior to
its opening and a theatre trip (at
additional cost). And, according to
the Douglases, "on top of all that
will be the special satisfaction that
you are supporting a unique and
quality program}~
Othet productions besides The
Good Wom.... of Setzuan include
The Creation of the World and
other Bns/ness by Arthur Millet;
Children's Tbeatte; and Jean
Anouilh's ThIeves' Camlvlll.
Cost Is $50.00 per couple and
$2,5.00 for singles. For more
infOrmation contact any of the
board members.
•
Sadie Wiersma retires
After 15 years of work as
assistant librarian at Ramaker
Library-Sadie Wiersma is retiring.
Or dare we call it that?
Following a vacation of several
weeks she plans to go to Rehoboth
Mission High School in Rehoboth,
New Mexico, There she will do
volunteer library work and
perform other. responsibilities for
an indefinite period of time.
"I've always had an interest in
missions; If the Lord opens the
door for me to be involved I feel I
should,' remarked. Sadie.
This is not her first time of
service in ·tbeSouthwest·'Prior to
coming to Northwestern Wiersma
taught high school and Bible
school to the Indians in Arizona
and. New Mexico for 18 years.
"As a --rn.iR<>ritygroup Indians
have been neglected. They have
not 'had the same opportunities .as
we have, U she. commented.
Wiersma officially left Ramaker
at the end of August
Rynbrandt addresses
opening convocation
Dr. Thurman Rynbrandt, pas-
tor of First Reformed Church,
Sioux Center, and a memberofthe
NW Board of Trustees, addressed
the student body at the 96th
Annnal Opening Convocation.
hi his·addt:ess, "when-Deep
Calls to Deep," Rynbrandt
challenged the students to reserve
their best energies for the most
important tasks, "the deeper
cause," a relationship with Christ
producing love as a fruit of the
spirit,
Gifts from Scholten and Stegeman
Northwestern College received a
recent gift of $20,000 from the
estate of the late Dr. John
Scholten.
Schojten.. born on a. farm. neat
Alton, la .. was a 1924 Academy
graduate and had . earned a
doctorate in Electrical Engineer.
ing from Iowa State University.
Dr .. Scholten. was living.)n
Madison, Wisconsin at the time of
his death.
Robert R. Wallinga, Director of
Development.commented that the
provision and .designations .in Dr,
Scholten's Last Will and Teste-
rrient demonstrated clearly ·.the
donor's concern forassllring· the
continuation of quality Christian
education.
President· Rowenhorst .recently
announced that NW COllege has
Hielkemanamed
tohoard
Arthur Hielkema ['53L library
director at NW for the past eight
years. was reapgoinfed to thelowa
Historical R~ords Advisory Board
by· Iowa's Governor Ray. Mr.
Hielkema, who has an M.A. in
library.science from the University
of·Michigan. and is·.a member of
the America aild Iowa Library
Association, just completed· his
two year termon thebQard. He
represents Northwesf Iowa and
college libraries On the 12 man
board,
received an estate gift of
$18,735.82 from Mrs. H.V.E.
Stegeman. Mrs. Stegeman .has
10l1gbeen a contributor to NW
having ··presented the annual
H.V.E. Stegeman Award, a
collection of Japanese woodcut
prints andipaintings and other
literary and visual art. The late Dr.
and Mrs. Stegeman were on the
staff at NW College after World
Wat n. Dr. Stegeman was the
registrar and taught Bible and
Greek and Mrs. Stegeman taught
Latin and ·German.
Hummeinterns
Larryl Humme, junior, is
interning this·· semester in the
Sioux County Department of
Soctal Services Office as part of
the NW· career concentration
program. His responsibilities in·
elude medical.· screening. for· the
Aid to Dependent Children
program.
"I enjoy working with people/'
explained fInmme. "This type of
work offers that oppottunity. Plus
itis never bQtingor rQutine. Each
child is different."
"The best thing about the
internship is that you experience
things noffoundin theciasSfoolIl;
and, •you ate . doing, not just
hearing, "Said. HUDlme.
Humme is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Humme of Hull.
Mollenheck and Tidwell recitals
Burton TideweJl presented an
organ recital on September 10 in
American. Reformed. Church.
Tidwell, .who is currenuy em-
ployed as a voicer for the Lynne
Dobson Organ Company in Lake
City~Jowa is a former employee-of
Lawrence Phelps, .who •installed
the. organ. at. American.
He did undergraduate work in
organ at the University of
Oklahoma and the University of
Kansasand graduate work arthe
University of Colorado;
Roger Mollenbeck, '74 present.
ed an organ recital October 1 .in
the American Reformed Church,
Orange City.
Mollenbeck studied organ un-
der Dr, Rodney Jiskoot while
attending Northwestern. He
taught vocal music at Nora
Springs' Rock Falls Community
School from 1975·77,also serving
as Qrganistat First Christian
Church in Mason City.
He was a guest organist for the
Member's Recital of the National
Music Workshop for Christian
Church Musicians at Drake
University in 1975. Currently he is
teaching. vocal music. in ·the
Belmond Community Schools and
studying organ with Lynn Ziegler-
Dickson, professor of music at
Iowa State University.
"The. world through a lens"
The schedule for "Tho World
Through a Lens," NW's first
foreign film series, is now
complete,
According to Dr. Robin Kend·
rick, Assistant Professor of
Economics and coordinator of the
series for .the cultural affairs
committee.cthe purpose of the
films is "to increase awareness in
the community about the way of
life outside not only Iowa, but the
United States."
The films have been selected to
complement cross cultural courses
offered on campus, AU have
English subtitles.
Those scheduled include "Black
Orpheus." a . Brazilian film,
October 5; "Le Bcnheur", a
French film, November 2; "Spirit
of the Beehive," a Spanish film,
November 30;. "Two Daughters,"
an Indian film, January 11;I'The
Emperor "Jones," an. American
film, March 1; and "Gates of
Hell," a Japanese film, March 29.
Showings are at 8:00 p.m. in the
college chapel. No admission will
be charged, The public is
encouraged to attend,
Cobb, Nelson to conference
Dr. Stephen Cobb is a professor
who feels Christian social scientists
are better equipped to tackle the
world's problems than secular
scientists.
"It's fashionable to . say every~
tbing's messed up··that this
program's gone wrong, that policy
needs tobechanged/' observed
Cobb, a NW sociology professor.
"Bu t·Christian scientists •realize
Alf andintaglio
Thomas .Majeski' s· intaglio and
lithograph prints were On display
in Ramaker Gallery in September.
Majeski curre.ntly teaches·intag~
Iio and lithographic. printmaking
at the V niversity of Nebraska at
Omaha. He received his BFA from
the University of Omaha and MFA
from the University of Iowa.
The student art league hosted
an ALl' (art league fair) October 6,
with a different kind of twist~·in·
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institutions are no better than the
people that run them. Problems
are the. result of disobedience. to
God' s will."
Cobb, alongwithMr. RonNelson
(a NW political scientist on
sabbatical), attended a one·week
summer ·conference· ·inToronto;
Canada el1titledj· "The· Relevance
of Chtistian.$tudies in Economics,
Sociology and Political Science:'
volvement.
hlnstead of just exhibitions we
wanted to do·soroething different,
allowing people a taste of whal we
are ·like· by .doirig, not. looking,"
explained Deb Beegbly, president
of the league.
The fair featured ·.an antique
photo .boothl •. portraits, and. an
obstacle course initiating. involve-
mentin fing~r painting,. a gtaffiti
walland smashing an· old piano.
DOd Vander Stoep, Associate
[)irectot9( Development, Is ene ef
thirty dew staff members at NW.
New faculty
andstaff
Seve~newp~rsorts have been
added as full-time faculty. Coen-
raad Bakker from Fairport, New
York; is assistant professor in math
and works with the new
compu rerrcenter; ••··•Bakker ..•:\vas
previously· employed-' Ilsassista,nt
professor of mathematic. at the
R()CtIesterln~titute'ofTechnology;
Ken Bos j()lnsN0.rthwestern's
comnruutty as 'instructor in. musk.
ccmieg-frem ,Anll ,Arbor,: ,Mic:hi~
gan. He has taught piano at the
CI~rksJ()tl,'c:~onsetvatoryof' Music
and~penlthesurriIl1er at.jhe
National Music Camp in Inter-
loch~n,~ichigafias accouipenist,
Howard ~Gree:nrassistant pro-
fesgorpfsQcial -work," comes'. to
Orange City from Burlingt(>1\,
Ontario. He was previously
employed ~s'superyisorof fdste~
horne"and, institutional "care. .at
Children's Aid Society of Hamil-
ton-Wentworth.
A newface-tn fhe psychology
department is James Huff. He
leaves 'a job as graduate •staff
assistatltattheJearnlng~ellterof
Northern lllinQisUniversity.
William Newbold joins the
English department. fie is a
graduMe of the University of
Birmingham in England.
Brent Sjaardema from Haw-
thorne,.N¢w]er$eyinsfructsin the
business·and·,·cconomi:cs de.part~
ment. He is a graduate of the New
York University Graduate Sohool
ofBudn~S$.
David Thayer is part Of the
pllysicaledueation. Shlffal1dworJes'
with student faoilities.
(Continued ou page 1&)
Doug Ritsema played the Singer In loweD Van Gorp'. production thIs
fall.
Student directs The Singer
Calvin Miller's popular and
poeric metaphor of the life of
Christ. The Singer, was presented
in theatrical form Aug, 3.1,Sept I
and Sept. 3 in the Playhouse.
Although the original book was
not dramatic. but narrative,
LOwell Van Gorp shaped The
Singer into a play. Van Gorp, a
senior drama ,Jl1ai()r,s~idJ:v1:iUe.r's
book fascinated him because the
life of Christ was stated "in a way I
had never heard before." To him
The Singer bronght out the
utli"~rsal, timeless aspect of
Christ. Van Gorp classified his
work as .a passlonplaywhlch
correspond; closely with the
Biblica1 accounts.
Iowa Tuition Grant workshop held
A, workshop On the Iowa Tuition
Grant ProgJ;am was hosted by
college officials, September 18.
ACCOrdingto Don Vander Stoep,
Ass(>ciate Director of Develop-
ment, NW was the lirst college in
thesta.te toh6s1,such ,a.fIJeetillg.
Mary Harlan, representing the
Iowa Association of Private
Colleges and Universities
(IAPCUJ, as well as state
legislators, candidates, and par ..
enis .. were in attendance;
"During the years the nnmber
of NW's students who receive the
grant has inqreased;'J stated
Roland SimmeJink~Director of
Financial Aids. "This year the
coUege wiJj., receive .:ippr9xirnately
$489.000 from the program. Thi~
money. isinv,aluablejo •lIS Arid ,oUr
students."
Harlan explained the IAPCU
p,opo$als for the upcoming
}e,gisJative:sessloi\: inCi'easirig ,.t~e
standing limited appropriation
from $10 million to $12 million
e'nabling m9restudenfs to receive
early annou ncementsof the gran;
and secQpdly, increasing the
maxinmm grant' from ,$I:SOO to;
$1650.
De Vries, Killion
to conference
on justice
Ge()r~ 'De Vries' and Howard
Killion, Professor and Assistant
Professor in the history depart-
ment, respectively. attended the
Second ,International' Conference
of Institutions for Christian
Higher Education August 13-19.
The __ropic'for tbe-eonferencewas
"The Responsibility of Christian
Institutio~s of Higher Education
to. Justice in ,"·the'i11llernational
Economic Order."
"The best thing about the
conference was thai it included
both tneury and practice:' stated
De Vries~"We,must practice our
t1H~Qry,bufonth,e!;ame hand we
need the theory to make sense of
our practice."
$6500 from
N-Day
Accord.~nf totbe ~lUrJlnr office,
the results ofN-Day totalapproxi-
mately $6S00.
This second Nation Wide
Call-In, chaired by Dave Kleis of
f'[()sp~rsandllis{lssistautJ\lanD~
Graaf of Boyden. was broadcast
from the studios of KVDB Radio.
SioQxCeniet.: ,QuSepterobeF2.
The funds are part of the nee-
essary $30,000 for the new media
center btjillg installed'. on 'c,impu~.
Berkhof at 350th
•annIversary
In celebration of the ;J5Oth
anniversary of the Reformed
Church-in America, Norlhwestern
hosted a Theologica) Reflections
Conference June 28~
Dr. Hendrikus Berkhof. pro-
fessor of theology at the Univetsity
of Leiden. spoke of ,Christ~s
building a bridge to mankind.
pr<)Clainunghimself to the world.
'IChtisfs'CQilCer-tl'is that',whoever
bears us, hea,rslliro;" '~estated.
'·We. are to repres~ht.,Christ. H
Betkhof later addresser! the
ropic of "New Perspectives in the
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit,"
tracing the his tory-of thQughfsince
1963. He thertdiscussooex..tfdnes
ofdorage--ti1e activjs~aI1dthe
c,hariSmatiCs--"'callingfora joining
of the two.
Newstaff
(Continued)
Staff additions include Marlys
Van Aartscn of Orange City iti
library technical services; Steve
and. Karen Ray from ...Azusa.
Caflfornia as associate dean of
student life and student life staff
member respectively; Kim Donat
of Bailey, Michigan ..and Linda
Leslie of Grant, Michigan as
admissions counselors: Don Van-
der Stoep of Orange City as
associate development·. director;
Jerry Sanchez of Hull as
development office manager;
Shirley Rozeboom of Orange City
as developrnent ccffice secretary;
Jackie De Groot of Orange City as
machines room operator; Karen
Vander Maatenof Orange City as
admissions office secretaryiTress
Jacobsma of Sioux City as business
office secretary.
Part-time faculty include Don
Harding of Orange City and
Charles Pfeisterof Sioux Center as
lecturers in education; Gina:
Aalbersof Alton. physical educa-
tion; Esther D'Agrosa .of George.
flute; Mary Holland of Orange
City. strings; Janet Newbold,
writing.
Doug Calsbeek and Ron Van
Dyke are employed as writing and
reading Jab teachers; Tom Heiman
as an assistant in the theatre
department: Earl Woudstraas an
assistant in the physical education
department; and Larry.Tigges as
women's basketball coach. AU are
l?art~timeN()rthwestern students
or recent graduates.
Wiese receives
honorarium
Dennard Wiese of the sociology
faculty was among 22 persons
selected to receive a .summer
honorarium for graduate study at
theUnivetsityofIowa. The award
included a cash stipend of $200
plus a. summer gtaduatescholar-
ship. Mr. Wiese is currently
continuing· his studies at the
University. of Iowa.
Four students_ along with Pbil
Patton, AssOCiate Professor of
Business Administration,and his
wifeMarlha, attended the Nation-
alConventionof Phi Beta Lambda
in San Francisco during JUly.
PhI Beta Lambda is the national
business fraternity.
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Enrollment up 11¥2%
sophomores, 130 juniors, and 159
seniors. Sixspocial full-time
students and 42 part-time make a
grand total of 802 students for the
1978·79 academicyear.
Enrollment. is up 111/,% over last
year. The largest freshman class in
the history of the college,
numbering 284, helps explain that
figure.
Completing the list are 181
Wondstracoaches women's tennis
Before Northwestern's ·tetmis
team began its 1978 campaign,
Coach Earl Woudstra was already
looking towards the end of the
season.
With good reason, too. The
Lady Raiders are coming off a pair
of seasons where they failed to turn
any heads.
At least . not until conference
tourney time, when they .left
behind 2-10 and 5-5 records to
claim back to back titles.
"We'tealways building towards
the conference championships,"
said Woudstra. "We want to
defend· last year's title· as well. as
improve onQur record."
Dut while the fustyear coach
hopes his team will peak in
mid-October, he cnrrently is
working to .fiU several positions
vacated due to graduation losses.
"Linda Vander Stoep is . our
leading player right now," said
woudstra. "She played third
singles last year,"
After.Vander Stoep, it's between
Freshman JoAnn Cleave and Sen-
ior Karen woudstra Ilsarl's wife)
for the next two spots.
SeniorJudyBergman.oneofthe
three· veterans· along with Vander
Stoep and Karen, plays .fourth
singles.
Junior Nanette Bensen holds
down the filth spot while freshman
Deb Orthel is sixth.
Reimma gallery
assistant
What's
happening
with you?
With a title like "art gallery
assistartt," sophomore Leann
Reinsmaflnds· herself in the
middle of art departmentactivi-
ties.
Natiop.alPhiBetaLamhda conference The position, patt of directed
study, cedis for organizing incoOl-
ingartwork from· artists aCrOSS the
country for this seasonlseight
scheduled shows in Ramaker
Gallery. Reinsma is also in charge
of publicity and design.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Reinsma of Orange
City.
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Attending from .Northwestern
were seniors Karl Dorr of Marcus
and Doug .Hanilink of Hudson-
viUe. Michigan and juniors Gary
Simenson and Ron Kid Qf Orange
City< Hannink. is president· of the
Iowa organiZation for the coming
year.
Arewemailing The Classic
toyour proper address? Have
you •..married .. recently?Wha t
else has been happening with
you? •Please. write the Alumni
Office. and let lis know.
Coming Events
Parent's Day ... " Sat, Nov.4
Acappel1a Choir Tour to Ari-
zona,Colorado, California, and
Oklahoma .... , Dec. 27-Jan. 10
Who do
you nominate?
Each year at Homecoming
Northwestern· honors an Alumnus
of the Year. The tradition began
last year when Alti:ed M_ Popma
was honored. and continued this
fall with ArieBrouwer.
The Honors Committee would
like your assistance. Send your
nominations for Alumnus of the
Year to the Alumni Office
anytime; Each year in the . late
spring or earty summer the
Alumnus of the Year is selected.
Key to soccer is conditioning
Northwestern's club soccer team
is something of an unknown
quantity going into the 1978
season, but Coach Ray Reid is
making sure uf One thing-- they'll
be in shape.
HWe have so many inexperienc ..
ed kids," saJd Reid. "Only six
starters returned out 'ofeleven. But
we should be fast"
No. he didn't recruit anyone
from the track team. He simply
sent the squad onmile after mile
of short sprints,
"That's always been my philos-
ophy," said Reid. "A lot of games
are won in the second half by the
defense that's in better shape."
This season the battle figures to
be all uphill as IZ of'the.zz Ratders
Golfers win conference title
There was no champagne and
no one signed contracts to do
commercials.
Just a shiny trophy and five
smiling golfers, and a beaming
coach.
"This was our sixth. conference
championship in the past nine
years.v saldDon.Jacobseri. North-
western. golf coach. "It was -close
the first day, but our guys shot real
well tbe second to take a safe
lead."
The Raiders compiled a two day
total (36 holes) of 651, easily out-
distancing Dordt (667). Yankton
(743) and Westmar (778) followed
well behind.
"Dordt beat us three out of four
times during the regular season-e-
we knew they were the team to
beat,'; said jacobsen. "Bu t we only
had a full team against Dordt
once."
Jacobsen took his top five
golfers to the-Tri-State tourney.
Three of them-Daryl Beltman,
Mic Kcoima and George Bed-
nar~ame horne ..members of the
five-man .All-Conference "squad,
and -one 'of them-c-Beltman-c-was
the tournament medalist with ..a
are freshmen, including two
women.
GualieScott Stengenga, Nori
Odare-fflrst team all-conference
lastyearjfrom Tokyo, Japanvand
captain Doug De long are key
hopes. Hani Awed, Jeff Jansen and
Roy VanLoo are also returning
starters that should provide the
youog learn with leadership.
low, two-day total of 155.
The winning tradition may well
continue, as Jim' Vander Stoep. is
the only senior. Two of the team's
top five-Bednar and Jay weil-
ewga-c-ere freshmen, and the three
reserves are also' freshman.
Top Five Regular Season
Averages (NWl-Koolma 39.6,
Vauder Stoep 40.3, Beltrnan 40.6,
Wei!ewga 41.5. Bednar 42.9.
Individual Tournament Scores
(NW)-Beltman 80175-155,
Kcoima 85178-163, Bednar 83180-
163, Weilewga 84/86-170, Vander
Stoep 90/90-180.
Ver Steeg pushes fot' "family atmosphere"
In a day where a unified sports
team is often. harder to find thana
winning team, Northwestern Vol-
leyball Coach Mary vee Steeg
worries about neither.
She came off a 5-U debut in
1975 to post a 35-21 mark over the
past twoseasolls~GoingintQ her
fourth year as·. head mentor~
Ver Steeg says the success
hasn't. bred ego problems.
"We haven't been plagued with
dissention ·orjealQusy;····she.said.
"We'velladour good and bad
days on the court, but there's heen
a lot of team unity."
"I try to build a more personal,
one on one-relationshlp with each
player, added Ver Steeg.
fir mooL just downonthefloo[
hollering •. but Fmdemonstl'ating
techniques."
She said her goalis tocrea~ea
"family.atmOsphere" among ihe
players rather thau a half-hearted,
"well-ler s-get-together- and -play-
tnday" attitude.
"I'm a friend not a dictator/'
explained Ver Steeg. "1 feel
the individual is more important
than the sport."
Cross Country returns talented cast
This is. theseasoncross.;.counfty
coach Stan McDowell thinks will
be the best one yet
"I definitely feeJ that this year's
been the year that we've been
looking forward to for nine· years,
ever since cross·country first
started at .Notthwestern,"said the
man in his fifth season as. the
Hal.'riers' coach.
Northwestern. returns fivelettet-
men,induding fOllr runners that
enjoyede:xceltent seasons in ~77.
Senio.rsDoug TjeerdsJtla" Pete
Stevenson and A I·Camarigg were
All Tri-State Couference and
NAIADistrict J5 selections_Junior
Dwayne.' Camarigg, At's brother,
claimed both honors also. Letter
winners Rick Navis, Mark. Adam·
son and Doug Grave will. add
strengthtoa team. that numbers
13 ruDners.
"For the past several •seasons,
we have not had sttengthat five
positions. and cross country is a
-19-
One individual who figures to
make. aIarge contribution to the
success of the 1978 season is Cindy
Ludwig_The ju nior led the team in
several .categories .and was.picked
first· team. aU~c(mference'in ·the
JOKOTA.
'Defensive, stand()uftauraLri~
ba.ch, setter Deb H oogeveen,' short
bu t powerful Annette Ranschau,
as' well as SharJa Hulstein~,1 udy
Lundt and Esther Vander Griend
are, all teturning.
five man ·Gr more team effort,"
said McDowell, "This year we'll
have at least eight high caliber
runners and we're very pleased
about that!'
WHh the talent and depth
Northwestern enjoys this season,
McDowell believes the Harriers
can finish in tbe top 15 at the
NAJA National Meet to be held at
Ken.Qsha, Wisconsin, in N()vem~
ber. Northwestern finished in 37th
place last. season.
Alums vs, varsity
The Red Raiders had a full scale
workout Aug. 30 as they played
against NWaJumni. The Raiders
of i978 defeated the alumni, 26 to
7.
]978 A1umnl Roster
Coaches: Russ King, Mark
Stadtlander, and Denny Van
Berkum.
Phil Ramsey, '741 Des Moines;
Bob Reynolds, '74, Des Moines:
Curt Krull, '74, Nampa, idaho;
Dave Reinke, '73, Sioux Falls, SD:
Dave Botngaars,'77; Ames; Paul
Landman, '76, Boyden; Gary
Vetter; ·~76~Des Moines; .Jerry
Brown, '74, Mallard; Doug Van
Steenwyk, ·75, Des Moines; Bob
Keyser, '75, Sheldon; Ken Bahrke,
'74, Sioux Center; Merwin
Hettrttter, '72t Boyden; Dale
McDonough, '73, Clarion; Daryl
Hoogeveen, '76. Sioux Falls, SD;
Keith Koele, '78, Marquette, KS;
Steve Searl, '72, Clarinda; Brad-
Rooyan, '76, Alden; Kevin Tesch,
'77, Orange City: Monty Mouw,
'77. Maurice; Joe Petrill,'70,
Somerville, NJ; Jerry Kroeze, '74,
Orange City; Terry Meekm a, '71,
Orange City; Bruce Holwerda,~70,
Grand Rapids, M[; Gaylord
Schelling, '74, Ankeny; At Frank-
enj~7t, Sioux Center; Norm Krull,
'741 George;.: Dave Hector, '74,
Orange City; Steve King, '72,
LeMars; Randy Stumpf, '78,
Denver, CO; Dave Meylink, '72,
Ruck Valley; Rick Keith, '75, Liun
Grove; Mike Key, '73, Aplington;
Dick Kaufmau, '76, Sioux City;
Mike Rohde, '76, Stanton, NB;
Cornie Wassillk, '73, Orange City:
Dennis Korthals, '72, Alton; Evan
Peuse, '77, Sioux Falls, SD; John
Haack1. '70 .. DenisQn;SteveKonz,
'78, Alton: Jay De Zeeuw, '76,
Spencer; Larry De. Zeeuw .'~71J
Nora Springs; Milt Uifers, '74,
Allison; ".J i01. Johnson. "72~ .SIoux
Center: Tom Rieck, '74, Hartley:
Russel Jahn, '76, Spirit Lake;
Steve· Berendes. , '76. . Kingsley;
Mike Cleveriuga, '77, Sibley; Mike
Bengard, '75. Lenox: Scott
Dunlop, '76, Minneapolis, MN;
Terry Van Berkum, '78, Clinton;
Gary Zeutenhorst, '76, Rock
Valley; Marty Hndgen, '77,
Kingsley: Dean Fullk, '78,
Spencer; Ron Heim.gartner, '77,
Emmetsburg; Larry Meeridering,
'75.. Anamosa;Scot.t .Bovenkerk,
'72, Three Riv€:tsi MI; ,Elwin Van
Gurp, '75, Sheldon.
Manager: Roger Feekes '78.
Class Notes
'23 Fannie Schut Cleveringa
moved to Sioux Center,
Iowa recently from her farm place
where she had spent the last S3
years. After graduation from the
Academy she taught school for a
time and then married Fred
Cleveringa who died in 1971. Their
family numbered seven children,
one of whom attended Northwes-
tern College (John Cleveringa '53)
A grandson Mike Cleveringa
graduated from NW in '77. Mrs.
Cleveringa maintains her interest
in Northwestern and annually she
attends the meeting of the SO-year
circle in May.
'27 Spencer De Jeng. who now
resides in Orange, Califor-
nia, has for the past six years been
manager of the Melodyland Book
Store in Anaheim. On January 1,
1978 he became the director of the
Melodyland Single Adults organi-
zation which numbers approxi-
mately 500. Spencer is in charge of
a Saturday night social hour and
also a Bible class which meets
Sundays at 9:00 a.m. in the Hyatt
House.
'54 Arie R. Brouwer, General
Secretary of the Reformed
Church in America, received an
honorary Doctor of Divinity degree
at Commencement ceremonies of
Central College in May.
,5 5 Phyllis Steunenberg, teach-
er at East Elementary
School in Sheldon, Iowa, is serving
as 1978-1979 president of the
Northwest Iowa Reading Council.
The Reading Council serves
teachers, administrators and par-
ents from a four county area and
has a membership of 300.
Gary D. Kreykes has become
athletic director and head men's
basketball coach at Iowa Lakes
Community College in Estherville,
Iowa. Gary came from Muscatine
Community College where he was
athletic director, head basketball
and golf coach, as well as coordi-
nator of admissions and physical
education since 1972.
'58 Bob Van Drlel recently
became affiliated with the
American Family Insurance
Company with a new office in
Sheldon. Bob, who has a master's
degree in Education in Adminis-
tration and Supervision from
Colorado State University, has
completed 18 years of teaching
and administrative experience in
Iowa's secondary schools and
colleges. Most recently he served
as director of the vocational
division of Northwest Iowa
Technical College in Sheldon.
'64 Robert H. Muilenburg has
become administrator of
the University of Washington
Hospital and Associate Director of
the University of Washington
hospital system. He formerly
served as administrator of the
University of Utah Hospital and
was president elect of the Utah
State Hospital Associaton. During
his tenure as hospital administra-
Elaine Van Beek, are the parents
of three children, Brant, Nancy.
and Jayna.
,69 David and LInda (Klein-
wolterink '71) BoDoyt re-
cently moved to Orange City, Iowa
where Dave is a builder with his
brother-in-law Don Van Steenwyk.
David Boersma has a position in
the Department of Microbiology at
the University of Alabama
Medical Center in Birmingham,
Alabama. His work involves
postdoctoral research on influenza
and arena viruses.
While in Orange City, Cherie
operated The Stork's Nest and she
was active in women's work in her
church. Perry is a graduate of
Western Theological Seminary
and also attended New Brunswick
Seminary for a time.
Bernard VanRoekel received
nation wide attention from the
Martin Marietta Corporation in a
full two page center in the July 10
issue of Newsweek magazine. Van
Roekel and his Lake View Auburn
team were recognized for their
courage and pride shown when
they finished in second place for----••••
Good Apple Workshop
Over 325 teachers and admini-
strators from a four-county area
(Sioux, Lyon, O'Brien and Osceola
counties) participated in a reading
and language arts workshop at
NW Sept. 13.
The session was the first
quarterly meeting of the Northwest
Iowa Reading Council. Officers of
the council are Phyllis Steunen-
berg, Sheldon, president; Arvin
Kitchenmaster, Hawarden West
Sioux, vice president; Joyce
Timmer, Rock Valley, recording
secretary; Lois Dawson, Hawarden
West Sioux, corresponding secre-
tary; and Martha Patton, Floyd
Valley, treasurer.
tor in Utah, the facility grew from
284 beds to 310 and a $46 million
expansion program was begun
which will bring it to 450 beds. His
responsibilities included supervi-
sion of 1,500 employees and
operation of a $33.2 million
annual budget.
,6 5 Marvin and Pat (K<>ek '68)
Boelman recently moved to
Valley Springs, S.D. from Whit-
ten, Iowa where Marvin formerly
taught.
'67 Ervin MeUemais current-
ly in -partnership with
Campbell and Kneppe Insurance
Company of Parkersburg and
Aplington, Iowa. Mrs. Mellema is
the former Arleoe Schaa&ma ['68].
Doug Scbelhaas has been a pilot
in the U.S. Air Force since
graduation from NW. He is
currently stationed at East Grand
Forks, MN. Doug and his wife,
'70 Sandra VIieger Ritsema
and her husband, the Rev.
Jack Ritsema, moved to Valley
Springs, S.D. where Mr. Ritsema
serves as pastor of the Reformed
Church. Sandy and her husband
are the parents of Sara Jeane and
Jonathan James.
Robert Boerigter earned his
Ph.D. degree in Physical Education
and Administration at the Univer-
sity of Utah this past summer. He
has become Athletic Director and
Head Baskethall Coach at whit-
worth College in Spokane, Wash-
ington.
Perry Raak left the associate
pastorship of the First Reformed
Church in Orange City, Iowa to
become the pastor of the Desert
Haven Community Church in
Tempe, Arizona. Rev. and Mrs.
Raak (the former Cheryl Raven-
herst) are the parents of two
children, Trevin and Tineke.
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their efforts in the Iowa Basketball
Championship play-offs in Des
Moines last March. Mrs. Van
Roekel is the former Marcia
Arentson '71.
Mark Kraal, associate pastor of
the Bethany Reformed Church of
Kalamazoo, MI, will serve as
general chairman of the 1978
Reformed Church Men's Conven-
tion to be held in Kalamazoo
November 17 - 19.
'71 Karla Jo Elm .. Aalherts
recently earned the B.A.
degree in psychology and gradu-
ated Magna Cum Laude from
California State University in Long
Beach.
.Ardyce Me Cormack- teaches
kindergarten at the Primghar
Community School.
Dan Boonstra is
employed by Life
Insurance Company
Junction, Iowa.
currently
Investors
in Grand
Loren Romberg recently receiv-
ed his M.A. degree from
Northwest Missouri State Univer-
sity of Maryville, Missouri. His
degree is in the area of secondary
school administration and super-
vision. He presently teaches
business in the Sioux Center
Community School where he and
his wife Mary Ann have taught for
seven years.
'72 EsthedVan Brnggenj Iohn-
son, her husband Ed and
two children, Rebecca, 3, and
David, ]111:, live in Peoria, Illinois
where Ed is a second year resident
in a three year Family Practice
Program at the Methodist Hospi-
tal. The Johnsons have become
involved in an international
community, Plow Creek Fellow-
ship about SO miles north of
Peoria. Esther mothers foster
babies in the interim between
hospital and adoptive homes.
Larry De Zeeuw is a teacher -
coach in the Nora Springs - Rock
Falls, Iowa School System. Mrs.
De Zeeuw is the former Rebecca
Sikkema '71
Dennis Van Berkum serves in
the Admissions Department as a
student recruiter for Augustana
College in Sioux Falls, S.D.
., Leon De Jong, formerly of73 Sioux City, is currently in
training with the U.S. Fidelity and
Insurance Company as underwrit-
er at Des Moines, Iowa.
Bonnie (Dolman) Roos and her
husband Randall are presently
living in Sioux Center, Iowa where
Randy is employed by the Te
Paske - Evans Law Firm. Randy
who earned the B.A. degree at the
University of Iowa and the Juris
Doctor degree from Creighton
University in Omaha, was sworn in
by Chief Justice C. Edwin Moore
of the Iowa Supreme Court at a
Bar Admission ceremony in June.
The Roes's are the parents of two
sons.
Harvey Van Veldhuizen recently
earned his Ph.D. degree in marine
biology from the University of
California at Davis. Harvey
graduated from NW summa cum
laude and while at NW he was a
nominee for the Danforth Fellow-
ship, a member of Sigma Tau and
a member of the environmental
concern committee. He also
lettered in tennis, was active in
theatre and was listed in Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-
can Universities and Colleges.
Mrs. Van Veldhuizen is the former
Bonnie Wickenhagen and they live
in Sunnyvale, CA.
,74 Dan MeyUnk has beeo
named assistant vice presi-
dent and assistant actuary for
United of Omaha. After attending
NW he attended the University of
Iowa where he received the B.A.
degree in mathematics. He joined
United of Omaha in 1975. Mrs.
Meylink is the former Judy Van
Wyk '74.
John Beeg has become the
pastor of the Reformed Church at
Matlock, Iowa. John attended NW
for two years and completed work
toward his B.A. degree in
Psychology at MacMaster Univer-
sity at Hamilton, Ontario. He is a
1978 graduate of Western Theo-
logical Seminary. Mr. and Mrs.
Heeg are the parents of three
children, Ruth, Stephen and Peter.
Leanne (Peterson) Bailey and
her husband Ken have joined a
world wide linguistic task force by
their recent acceptance as mem-
bers of Wycliffe Bible Translators.
They expect to serve as Support
Personnel (aircraft mechanic and
teacher) with Wycliffe, which
works around the world to reduce
the original languages to written
form and translate the Scriptures
into them. Before joining Wycliffe,
Leanne worked as a librarian and
teacher in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Lyn Grooters is working with
Heartland Area Education Agency
doing school social work and lives
at Newton, Iowa. For the past 2Y:z
years she worked with the Iowa
Methodist Medical Center as a
medical pediatric social worker.
Mark Bonnema transferred to
the middler class at Western
Theological Seminary after having
spent his first year at North
American Baptist Seminary in
Sioux Falls, S.D.
David Poppen is the assistant
pastor in the New Hope Reformed
Church of Wausau, Wisconsin.
Allen De Graaf is a learning
disability teacher in the Boyden
Hull School system. He previously
coached and taught in the junior
high school there. Mrs. De Graaf
is the former Barbara Wiese.
Bruce Alderlnk is currently
employed by the Howard Miller
Company, manufacturers of Edu-
cational Units, of Zeeland,
Michigan. Mrs. Alderink (Barbara
Heyman ~75) recently earned a
degree in special education.
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Reba Dodds has been Mrs. Alan
Munson for the past six years.
Reba and her husband are the
parents of two children, Amy
Elizabeth and Eric Alan.
William VanGelder was
appointed teaching assistant for
the '78- '79 academic session in the
Faculty of Religious Studies at
McGill University, Montreal,
Canada where he is a PhD
candidate in Christian Ethics. Bill
is a 1977 graduate of New
Brunswick Seminary where he
received the M.Div. and M.A.
degrees in Theology.
David Vander Broek is a new
faculty member in the Primghar
Community Schools of Iowa. He
teaches junior and senior high
school math. Mrs. Vander Broek is
the former Marsha Page ~7S.
Sharon Ubben 'Van Kley is
teaching for the Title One
Remedial Program in grades
seven, eight and nine in the George
School system. Craig Van Kley,
her husband, teaches Junior High
math in George.
'75 Bob Keyser is the new man-
ager of the Recreational
Bowl in Sheldon, Iowa.
Mark Tazelaar has become
Head of Security for a building
complex in Denver.
Roy Beukelman moved to
Sheldon, Iowa where he currently
teaches vocal music. He formerly
taught at Onawa, Iowa.
Steve Pals, Execu tive Director of
the Community Affairs Corpora-
tion of Rock Rapids, has become
an official state director with the
Jaycees and will serve in that
capacity until next April.
'76 John and Lynne (Lender-
ink) Hubers have returned
from Bahrain after nearly two
years of teaching there. John has
enrolled at New Brunswick
Theological Seminary for the
1978-79 school year. The Hubers
have a daughter Jennifer Ann.
Paul Landman is teaching
again after a year in other
employment. He is a physical
education instructor in the Boyden
Hull School system. Marty
(Paarfberg) Landmao ('75) is
employed by the Klay Travel
Bureau in Orange City, Iowa.
Diane Snyder recently became
Mrs. Gary Alan Ricart Gary is the
assistant pastor in the First
Presbyterian Church of Orange,
New Jersey. Diane graduated cum
laude from Gorden-Conwell Theo-
logical Seminary with the M.A.
degree in Religious Education.
Gary Geiken has been promoted
to manager for the Zale Jewelry
Corporation of a new store in the
Watertown Mall of Watertown,
S.D. He formerly worked for Zale's
in Sioux Falls.
Mark Poppen serves an intern-
ship for the 1978-79 school year at
a Reformed Church in Corona
CA. Mark's wife is the former Jean
Gouwens.
John Schneider was named
Branch Manager of K-Products
branch facility in Sioux Center.
During his college years John
worked part time with the firm
and became permanently affiliated
with them last February. For a
time after graduation John was a
supervisor with Western Mechani-
cal Construction Company of
Topeka, Kansas.
,77 KelTY Lamb received her
M.A. degree in Library
Science recently.
Susan Den Herder is attending
the State University of New York
at Albany in a master's program
leading to secondary education
certification in English.
Carol Blankers recently became
Mrs. Kim Hintermeister and
resides at Marshfield, WI where
Kim is engaged in a 12 month
internship in Medical Technology.
Carol is employed by the City of
Marshfield as Assistant Clerk.
Mark Vander Meer was the
recipient of two prizes at
Commencement services at New
Brunswick Theological Seminary
in May, the Hatcher Christian
Education Prize and the Beardslee
Church History Prize. Mark is
married to the former Evelyn
Hooyer ('76).
Brian Den Beste was awarded
the B.S. degree in Visual Science
at the Illinois College of
Optometry in May.
Cam Korver Riibe and her
husband Don recently moved to
Orange City where Cam is
currently employed at K-Products
and Don is working for De Haan
Electric Co.
Linda Hammerstrom is teaching
special education classes in the
Sheldon School system. Last year
she taught in Brooklyn, Iowa.
Where are
those '78
grads?
Robert Ahrenstorff, Animal Care
Center, Ogden, UT., Rodney
Anderson, teacher, elementary
music, Paullina, lA., Karol
Aronson, Youth Coordinator,
West Side Presbyterian church,
Seattle, WA., Ronald Barthole,
Laborer, LeMars, IA., Richard
Bawinkel, Organist, Palm Springs
Reformed Church and teacher at
The King's Academy, 7th and 8th
grade, Palm Springs, FL., Carol
Belling, teacher, art and music,
Madison, NE.t GayIene Blanken,
teacher, special education, junior
high, Winterset, IA., Virginia
Boersma, librarian, K-12, Rolfe,
lA" Pamela Bonnema, teacher,
special education, Sioux Center,
IA., Verlyn Boone, assistant
manager, Consolidated Food Ser-
vice, NW College, Orange City,
IA., Karla [SneBer] Bronzynski,
teacher, 3rd grade, M-OC School,
Orange City, IA., Garry Brumels,
assistant manager, Consolidated
Food Service, Simpson College,
Indianola, IA., Jolene Bruns,
homemaker, Connie Burgardt,
home for handicapped, Forest
City, IA., Joyce Buys, social
worker, Harmony Home, Orange
City, IA., Marcia Calsbeek, Hope
Haven, Rock Valley, IA., Jerry
Cumberland, social science teach-
er, Primghar, IA., Helen [Vander
Berg] De Graaf, elementary
librarian, Hartley, IA., Carmen De
'froot, resident trainer, basic
living center, Sioux Vocational
School for Handicapped, Sioux
Falls, S.D., Douglas De Heen,
farming, Orange City, IA., Kay De
Haan, Delta Airline reservationist,
Tampa, FL., Leanne De Vos,
teacher high school English,
Boxholm, IA., Denise Den Hartog,
A.I.M. worker, Bethany Memorial
Reformed Church, New York,
N.Y., Terl [DoeterJ Wolfswinkel,
foster care supervisor, Hope
Haven, Rock Valley, IA., Kim
Donat, Admissions Staff, NW
College, Karl Dorr, working on
oil rig, Sidney, MT., Rlcbard
Dykstra, New Brunswick Theolog-
ical Seminary, N.J., Gary Epping,
Catholic Charities, Sanborn, IA.,
Duane Feekes, accountant, City of
Orange City, IA., Roger Feekes,
continuing study at NW College,
Ginger Fredin Vander Esch, lives
in Inwood, IA., LInda De Roon Pearson, continuing study at NW.,
Gould, works at Midwest Chris- Joslyn Pennings, teacher, high
tian Children's Home, Peterson, school business, Hartley, IA.,
IA., Jeffrey Hansen, works for Shawn [Duistermars] Peuse,
Kepp Construction, Orange City, teacher, physical edcucation, K·3,
IA., Minda Harmelink, teacher, Sioux Falls, S.D., Sharon Rau,
elementary vocal and instrumental librarian, Hillcrest Christian Col-
Lawton, IA., MiebaeI Heglnnd, lege, Medicine Hat, Alberta,
Gordon Conwell Seminary, MA., Canada., Jolene [De Groot]
Mark Heijerman, laborer for Reekers, teacher, 4th grade, Burt,
Wilson Foods, Albert Lea, MN., IA., Philip Reinders, continuing
Thomas Heiman, employed in study at NW, M8I'1ln Rohlfs,
Drama Department, NW College continuing study at NW, Bradley
Orange City, IA., AJysa Hettinga, Roos, city manager (clerk &
Admissions Staff, NW College administrator,) Sanborn, IA., Bev-
Carla Hettinga, Fuller Seminary, eely [Bouwman] Rosenboom,
CA., Mark Hoeksema, pastor, teacher, 8th grade language arts,
Protestant Reformed Church, Adrian, MN., Roma Rowenhorst,
Hull, IA., Paula Hoekstra, self medical technologist, Iowa Luth-
employed, Rock Valley, lA., eran Hospital, Des Moines, lA.,
J.Kelly Hood, teacher, high school Kenric Seheevel, teacher, math
English, Graettinger, IA., Theo- and physics, Madelia, MN., Arvin
dore Hook, physical therapy Schoep, worker at Tolman
trainee, Mayo School of Health Welding, Orange City, lA.,
Related Sciences, Rochester, MN., Douglas Scholten, Western Thee-
Eldon Hulst, teller, NW State logical Seminary, Holland, MI.,
Bank, Orange City, lA., Rhonda Bryon Sikma, farming, Momence,
[Jones] Vobr, chiropractic assis- IL., Debra Sinkey, Intern in
tant, Cresco, lA., James Klein, Taiwan, Margo Slickers, Univer-
teacher, Battle Creek, IA., Kim sity of Iowa Medical School, Iowa
[Boone] Klein, teacher, 3rd grade, City, IA., Gloria Smidt, teacher,
Battle Creek, IA., Aletha Koele, instrumental music, K·8, Sheldon
kindergarten teacher, Hull, IA., Christian School, Sheldon, IA.,
Keith Koele, technical trainee, Wayne Sneller, Western Theolog-
Mid American Pipeline Company, ical Seminary, Holland, MI.,
Marquette, KS., Steven Konz, Lavonne Stock, secretary in
Enterprise Inc., Alton, IA., Lyle Spencer, IA., Randal Stumpf,
Korver, Accountant, Rural Elec- agent, Frontier Airlines, Denver,
tric Company, Orange City, IA., CO., Twila Ten Clay, teacher,
David Landegent, Fuller Theolog- instrumental mUSIC, Niobrara,
ical Seminary, CA., Ronald NE., Daryl Ter Horst, music
Ludwig, continuing study at NW, training, Los Angeles, CA., Jim
Stephen Macchia, Gordon Con- Thornton, farming, Archer, IA.,
well Seminary, MA., Lavonne Mary Ann [Heinsohn) Timmer,
Meyer, teacher, special education, teacher aide, Sioux Center, IA.,
Fort Dodge, IA., Jeffrey Meyn, M8I'ilyn Tjeerdsma, medical tech-
teacher, business education, Boy- nologist, Municipal Hospital,
den-Hull, IA., James Mickelson, Orange City, IA_, Marlys Ubben,
substitute teacher and farmer, A.I.M., Youth and Christian
Storm Lake, IA., Philip Moss, Education work, Our Savior's
recreation director, Hope Haven, Reformed Church, Minneapolis,
Rock Valley, IA., Ruth Vermeer MN. Terry Van Beekum, teacher
Moss, Title I teacher, Boyden- North Catholic Grade School,
Hull, IA., Marilyn MuUenbnrg, Clinton, IA., Ronald Van Dyke,
nuclear medical technologist continuing study and part-time
instructor, Washinton University Skills Lab teacher at NW,
Medical School, St Louis, MO., Rachel Van Maanen, continuing
Else Mulder. teacher, 3rd grade, study at NW, Scott Van Zyl,
Humboldt, IA:, Debra Muyskens, computer programmer, Mutual of
employed in Chicago, IL., Michael Omaha, Omaha, NE., Robert
Nelson, works for Harkers', Vande Brake, Management train-
Orange City, IA., Patricia [Bouw- ee, Bomgaars Supply, LeMars,
man] Nelson, homemaker, Orange TA., Mary Margaret [Vande
City, IA., Thomas Noteboom Il, Zande] Scholten, receptionist,
City Clerk, Guthrie Center, IA., Holland Public Schools office,
Beth Paekel, teacher, 3rd grade, Holland, MI., Dale Vander Broek,
Rock Valley, IA., Terry Paqnin, Osteopath School, David Vander
medical technologist, St Luke's Laan, continuing study and part-
Hospital, Sioux City, IA., Carvell time AV staff person at NW, Lin-
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da Beth Vander Maten, Pluim
Publishing, Orange City, Darwin
Vander Pol, marketing representa-
tive, Rath Company, Waterloo,
IA., Judy [Vander Stoep] Stephen-
son, teacher, Sioux Center, IA.,
Robert Van't Land, teacher, junior
high social studies, Boyden-Hull,
lA., Carol Ver Gowe, teacher 7th
and 8th grade English, Oostburg,
WI., Herman Vink, assistant man-
ager, Spencer Hospital, Spencer,
lA., Donna Waid, teacher, 5th
grade, Shellsburg, IA., Catherine
Weiss. University of Iowa Medical
School, Iowa City, IA., Steven
Wiertzema, teacher, high school
physical education, Barrett, MN.
SheUa Willms, homemaker, Klm-
berly Witte, teacher, special edu-
cation, Milford, lA .. Earl woud-
stra, teacher and coach at NW and
recreation director for Orange
City, IA., Morris wuhbels
teacher, math and physics, Irwin,
IA., Christie Yount, teacher,
history and social studies, Exira,
IA., Rutb [Zwald] Staal, youth
director, Central Reformed
Church, Grand Rapids, MI., Rod-
ney Veldhuizen, Gordon Conwell
Seminary, MA., Timothy VeUinga,
University ofIowa Medical School,
Iowa City, lAo
Births
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. Loren Romberg
daughter - Carissa Ann
Mr. ['681 and Mrs. Robert Reynen
[Patricia Block '68] son - Greg-
gory James
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Korthals
[Nelma Post '69] son - Donn Glenn
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Edward Spurr
[Joyce Visser ~75]son - Christopher
Charles
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. Dale Ten Pas
[Ann Swart '70] son . Travis
Nathan . Joins a brother Ryan
Mr. ('65) and Mrs. Don Kraai
[Geraldine Ter Hnrst '62] daughter
Mr. ('66) and Mrs. David Raak
[Arlene Cornelius '66] son - Paul
David
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. Calvin
Cleveringa son - Aaron Nicholaa .
by adoption
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vander
Vegte [Bonnie Van Wyk '69J
daughter - Emily Katherine
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Daniel Meyllnk
[Judy Van Wyk '74J son - Iason
Scott
Mr. ('39) and Mrs. Arend Wassink
son - Shawn Michael
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. PhlUp Somsen
[Evelyn Van Bruggen '74] daugh-
ter - Coby Linn
I
I
I
I
j
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I
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Mr. ('79) and Mrs. Jerry Reuven
[Mary Beth Lenderlak 'SO]
daughter - Amy Beth
Mr. -('76) and Mrs. Russell Kroll
daughter . Amanda Lynn
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Harry Vander
Pol [Lora Vander Zwaag '76] son -
Matthew Wade
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. RJchard
Ooterhuio [Henrietta Hibma '70]
daughter . Deborah Michele
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Parker [Judith
Lendertek '7S] daughter - Nancy
Marie
Mr. ('5S) and Mrs. Wesley De
Kock [phyllis De Weerd '63J son -
Kelly Jay
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. Jay Vander
Wilt son . Brent Allen
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. Steve Pomp
[Joyce Rozeboom '72] daughter -
Sarah Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Henderson
[Vicky Birchart '74] son - Mark
Thomas
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Milton Wen
daughter - Emily Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Meendering
[Rachei Meenderlng '77] son -
Joshua Dale
Mr. ('6S) and Mrs. PhllIp Bach
[Nancy DIerenfeld '65J son -
Jeremy Jon
Mr. ('7S) and Mrs. Keith Koele
daughter - Shannon Michelle
Mr. ('75) and Mrs. Dennis Van
Veldhuizen son - Dennis Dale
Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Dykstra
[Francene Verburg '68] son . Luke
Philip
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. Art Zellenga
[Mary Lynn WissInk '72J son -
Scott
Mr. ('77) and Mrs. Stephen Leeney
daughter - Jennifer Lynn
I
"I
!
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Necrology
Miltnn G. Ackerman ['77] was
killed in a car accident near Coon
Rapids on July 19, 1978. Milton
attended NW and later transferred
to Iowa State University where he
graduated in 1977. Funeral services
were conducted at Little Rock,
Iowa where he was also buried.
Milton is survived by his parents
Eugene Ackerman ['55] of Worth-
ington MN and Ruth Block
Ackerman ('72) of Lytton, lA, four
brothers and two sisters.
Jennie [Mouw '24] Rowerdink
died July 29, 1978 in a hospital at
Vinton, IA. Jennie was born at
Orange City, attended the NW
Classical Academy and taught n
the Orange City community before
her marriage to Ted Rowerdink.
;)
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identify alumni
Remember the summer
Uassic's snapshot of a mother
with three children? Well,
that's the one and only Sheryl
Meeter Martinsen of the class
of '66. One Sherlock Holmes
identified Sheryl, but alas!
We've lost the identification of
the identifiee! So would the
person who identified Sheryl
please identify himself/herself?
By the way, Sheryl (first
cheerleader on the left) lives in
Hartley with her husband Paul
and family Ken, 7, Joshua, 4,
and Heather, 1. She substitutes
as a teacher and does lots of
other things!
Cheering with Sheryl above
are Janice Frerichs Schneider
'64 of Sioux City, Jan Edwards
Korver '65 of Woudenberg,
Netherlands, and Maggie Van
Dyke Morrissey '67 of Cedar,
Iowa.
The next alum for you to
identify is the fella shown above
with his lovely wife. Write to
Identify Alumni, Public Infor-
mation Office, Northwestern
College, if you recognize this
ex-student.
They lived in North Dakota and
then moved to Primghar and
Vinton, IA where her husband was
a parts manager for the Cambier
Van Wechel Garage. Jennie was
active in the Service Organization
at Vinton and has served as a
deacon and elder of the Presbyter-
ian Church there. Besides her
husband she is survived by a
daughter, a sister and four
brothers including Henry Mouw
['36] and Ralph Mouw ['3S]
-23-
Marriages
Colleen Korver ['SOJ and Mike
Bierma
Diane Van Penrsem ['80] and Glen
Broek
Gene Wolfswlnkel ['SO] and Tert
Docter ['7S]
Kevin Pottorff ['78] and Starla
Den Hartog ['79]
Randy Jeltema ['7S] and Lora
Kroeze ['79]
Mark Bruggom ['74] and Glenda
Vander Stoep ['7SJ
Ronald Ludwig ['78J and Blanch
Penning
Dave Ritsema ['77] and LInda
Vander Maten ['78]
Jeffrey Meyn ['78] and Chert
Block ['77]
Byrla Renslnk ['73] and David
Busch
Warren GrevIng ['74] and Janice
Klein
Connie Mastbergen ['79] and
Larry Van Meeteren
Dianne Vollink ['7SJ and Claude
Struve
Jerry Noteboom ['79J and Nealyn
Grond
Carol Blanken ['77] and Kim
Hintermeister
Frank Page ['77] and Luann
Zevenbergen ['SOl
Run Heimgartner ['77] and Cindy
Fritz
Diane Snyder ['76] and Gary Alan
Ricart
Brenda Den Hartog ['SO] and Jeff
Krahling
Paul Van Rheenen ['76] and Ann
Kay Aasved ['78]
Curti, RJchards ['77] and Janet De
Boer ['75]
Mel WaIllnga ['77] and SheUy De
Jong ['SO]
Elson Schut ['SI] and Debra
Altena
Steven Watten ['77] and Debra
Ann Vernon ['77]
Rhonda Jones ['78] and Dennis
Vobr
Kenneth Schaap ['60] and Betty
Van De Stouwe
KevIn Tesch ['77J and Lisa Pluim
Nolan Palsma ['77] and Phyllis
Steenhoek
Ginger fredin ['78J and Leon
Vander Esch
Kenneth Doorenbos ['73] and
Susan Sanderson
Keith Buss ['7S] and Debbie Van
Der Weide ['79]
Roger Stock ['76] and Carol Sooth
['SO]
MarvIn Schipper ['76] and Debra
K. Schnt ['77]
Ron Van Dyke ['7S] and Bonnie
Jorgenson ['77]
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